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F,FFECT OF V ARIAEI,ES IN WELDING TEClll'UQUE ON TEE STRENGTH OF 
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I - STATIC TENSION PJ~r; BENDING FA~IGUE TESTS OF 
JOINTS IN Sf~ 4130 STEEL SHEET 
By C. B. Voldrich and E. T. A:::'IlJ.Streng 
SUMMARY 
Arc-welded butt joints in liS-inch SAE 4130 stefll sheet of aircraft 
quali ty, which were made u..""1ier va.rious cOLdi tiolls of "relding and heat 
treatment, were t asted to evaluat8 the effects cf specific welding-
tecrnique factors on the strength of the joints, Thd results of t hA ten-
silt-l tests indicated that cra ter b owho13s, or crater cracks, produced by 
intArrupting the 'fOld, had the most pro!1ounced influence en the t rans-
verse tensilo strengt!l of the butt·-weld.ed spe ci~ensj that peai tion of 
welding had no Bi8~ific&lt eff3ct on the teneile strength of any group of 
specim~nSj that prDheating produced no increas~ in either the soundnees 
or strength of thp. weldsj and that wolds made with alloy-steel electrcdes 
were strcnger than those made with plain-carben-steel electrodes . It 'Nas 
found that the factor having the greatest influenCfl on the plate--bending 
fatigue strength of the welded specimens was the external stress-raiser 
at the toe o~ welds in the reinforc9d specimens. 
INTRODUCTION 
The increasing use of metal-arc welding in the fabrication of steAl 
aircraft 8truCt~flS, brought about by thA desire fer increased prcduction 
and ~thAr advantagAs inherent in the metal-are-walding mAthod, has also 
brought into focus certain of its limitations. The level of weldebility 
of aircraft steels] for example, is a very importar.t factor] and th~ suit-
ability of various types of eleetrcdes for aircraft welding has be-An ex-
tAn6iv~ly inv8ati3ated. The development of proper welding techr~iques has 
also bp,~n givp.n much attention] since experienc~ has shown that many of 
thA difflculties in thA fabricaticn of weldAd airframp.s, such as distor-
tion, cracking, and certain types of weld defects, may havA their origin 
in faulty welding tecbnique . 
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The influence of weld penstration, centaur, craters, under.0utting, 
and similar factors 011 tb.e strud,ural inte2;:ri 'cy of n.i.rcl"8.ft joints is 
recog:lized, but the degr.8GB i ::1 ;'ihich t.hesG factors affect the static and 
dyru.L'llic streng-c~l are not yet fli.lly uncl'3J:ctood. This b.ves"tigation was 
originally set up to stuuy the sffoct of those factors ~~d sGve~al other~ 
such ao hardrE>ss, gra5.n f:li'l.e, c?r.d chm1'5.cal--composition gradi3D.:'s, on the 
strength of joints in. SAE )~130 5.i::c:,:6.ft steol 1Teld.c,ci by the Cliract-current 
metal-arc methcd . These factors ar3 influence~ by "the skill of the weld-
ing operator, tyge and Giza of elect~cde, "el1ing curront? speed and posi-
tien of welcdng preheat; r.oat t:rolltnt0:J.t after vslding, an.cl the oiza, geom-
etry, degree of restraint, and su:'face cendi tions at the weld joint. 
The investigation rGport3d herein vas conductsd und."lr the sponsorship 
and with the finarcial assistance of the National Advisory Corrmittee for 
AeronautiCS. 
MATERIALS P.ND EQ.UIHffiNT 
Steel.- All metal-arc-weldpd specimens for the static tension and 
bendir:g fatie;'.le tests described in this report Werp. made from aircraft-
quali ty SAE 4130 steel sheet, 1/8-ir.ch thick. The chemical composition 
and strength of tte material are given in table 1. 
Welding electrodes.- The electrodes used in the welding of thp test 
specimens were a plain-carbon-steel electrcde and an aircraft welding 
electrode which produces an alloy-steel weld metal. It "ras specified, on 
the basis of a questiollilaire sent to aircraft factories, that Wilson No . 
520 and Lincoln Planeweld No . 1 electrodes be used. 
Weld~ng machine.- It was further specified that a direct-current 
motor-generatcr welding machine, of the type designed for airframe weld-
ing, be used. The use of crater-eliminating devices (remote current 
control) was. not desired . 
STATIC TENSION TESTS OF METAL-ARC-WELDED SAE 4130 STEEL SHEET 
Preparation of Specimens 
Welded tension spec~ens were prepared in liB-inch SAE 4130 sheet as 
shown in figure 1 with welding conditions as given ir1 table 2. For each 
combir~tion of welding conditions (electrode) preheat, position, and heat 
tr~atment after welding), eight tension specimens were made. Four of 
these sp~cimens had a weld made in a continuous bead with the arc break, 
when required, outside the boundaries of the tension coupon. The four 
'-_______ ,__ ~ _____________________________ - _____ -J 
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ether specimens WAre made Vl::.th disC0nt.j.l11J1":'U8 weldsj that ..i.s, the weld was 
stopped, the cratRr Cll7t'U~M in the usual rr!B.nr.rer, and welding resumed at 
d.efirtite peints a2.cng the l.er.gch of thA weld groove . The tension speci-
mens ""ere then cut to inel<lde the interrupted portions of the welds. 
The welds .rere made manually in a Dingle bead froin one side only, 
wi th current and speed 8.d.juS ted to obtain the maximum root fusion possi-
ble lfithout the specimen melting throuGh . Neither metallic nor refrac-
tory strips w'ere used to b!:;.ck up the '.veld groove . The sIngle-bead weld 
was used, rather than a joint welosd frOID both sj.des) becs.use (a) the one-
side butt weld is often e!1ccuntared in aircraft vork aJld is more sensitive 
to inte:~al defec ts, (b) it was 0.es i:r eO. to te st a weld wi th no se.cendary 
heat effects resulting from a root or reir>...fcl"ci.l1{5 pass) and (c) the second 
pass would have eliminated incom~lete fus:on at the root, wbich was also 
to be stUdied . 
The face of the single-bead weld and irregularities on the root side 
were ground a,proximately flush with the surface of the sheet, but no at-
tempt was ruade to remove undercutting or to obtain a perfectly f}ush or 
smooth surface. 
The amperage and arc voltage report~~ in table 1, as well as in 
succeeding tables of welding data) were measured as accurately as possi-
ble Vlitb sensitive meters. Preheat tompAratures were llisasured to tlOC F . 
Welding speeds (arc time) were mpasured with a stop vetch. All stress-
relief and heat treatments of SAE 4130 steel specimens (includ~ng butt-
welded sheet and fillet-welded tu'oe-plate specimens) reference 1) were 
done in a salt bath, except that drawing of quenched specimens was dar-a 
in an electric muffle furnace. 
Radiographs of Weld Joints 
After machining, all speciosns were X- rayed to locate the interrupted-
weld areas and other defects . Prints of these X-Tays are shown in figures 
2 to 17, with tho ~ltimate tensile strength of each specimen and the weld-
ing conditions used for Aac~ group of eight specimens. 
Although the four specimens at the left of each radiograph had con-
tinuous welds and were mean~ to be as sound and fully wold3d as possible, 
there were numBrous instances in which these welds had pronoilllcsd defects, 
principally lack of fusion at the root. With one or t~.ro excaptior:s, how-
ever, the presence of these defects in the co~tinuous welds did nct seri-
ously reduce the static tensile strength . 
In the four specimens at the right in each radicgraph, the number of 
weld defects was considarably greater, and there were distinct indicaticns 
of crat~r blowholes , transverse crater cracking, and L~complete fusion at 
the start of the second pass. These defects in tl18 interrupted welds had 
l 
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an appreciable effect en the static t~nsile strength. The presence of a 
flev in th8 inter-.. r.upted weld did not in every case cause a reduction in 
strength, but if the resuJ..ts aTI? analyzed by groups , it becomes evident 
that the continuous welds Were st!'oDger than the interrupted welds, even 
though the radiographs in scme cases indicate that one group was no better 
than the other . .. 
Static Tension Tests 
The ultimate tensile strength f or each s?ecimen is shown in the 
radiograpbs, and the average strer~th for each group of four specDnens is 
gi ven in table 3A. These data show' clr.>arly that the effect of vTeld inter-
ruptions is to reduce the static t(Jm;ile strength of the irr.mediate weld 
arE:a. It is interesting to note that the posi tif.,ln of welcling had little 
effect on the strength of the joir..ts; indeed, in this series of teats the 
average strer-8th of the overhead weltls was slightly graate-r than the 
strength of thf'l flat and vertical w:)lds. Preheat, likevise, had no dis-
cernible effect on the strength of the welded joints. This might not be 
the casA, how8vor, for joints in material thicker than 1/8 inch. 
The effects of heat tr8atment after welding are also given in table 
3-4.. Th~ w~lds made with plain-carbon-steel electrodes gained about 30 
perc0nt in tp!\sile strength, for both continuous and interrupted welds, 
as a r 'sult of the heat trAatment used. The welds made with alloy-steel 
electrodes gained 40 percent (intorrupted wAlds) to 50 percent (continu-
ous welds) in strength after heat treatment. 
A summary of the static-tensien-test data is given in table 3B and 
shows the decrease in tensile strccgth cau86d by interruptions in the 
weld. 
An analysis of the location of tension fractures is given in table 
3C with significant points as follows: 
1. All heat-treated specimens made with carbon-steel electrodes 
failad in the weld. 
2 . All heat-treated interrupt~d-bead specimens made with alloy-steel 
el~ctrodes failed in th~ weld. 
3. Most of the heat-treated continuous-bead. epecimens made with 
alloy-steel electrodes failed in the weld. 
4. All as-welded interruptAd-bead. s~ecimens made with carbon-steel 
electrodes failed in the weld. 
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5. Over ene-·thj rd of the. as'-'lfelded continucus-bead specimens made 
with carbou.~steel electredes had wp,ld joints stronger than 
the parent plate. 
6. Three-fourths of the ao-weld.ed interru"Dted'-:bead specimens madf'l 
i.,ri th alley-steel electrodes I~ai10d in the weld. 
7. Only one-fourth of the as·-welded continuous-bead specimens made 
wi th alloy--s teal elec trodes failed in the weld. 
FATIGTJE ~l'EST8 OF METAL-~'lliC-i"ELDED f lU; 4130 STEEL SHEET 
Preraratlon of Specimens 
5 
Metal-are-welded fatigue-test specmens were macle from l/8--inch SM 
4130 stAel ch~et as 6hO'·;n in :'ig.lTflS 18 and 19 with welding ccndi ticns 
described in table 4. Normaliz~d plates wera used for all specimens, but 
no heat treatment after vTelding was used.. 
The b""..ltt joint was a 900 closed. single groovA. (See fig. 18.) The 
weld was made either with two beads (root and face), or with a single-
face bead, by using plain-carbon-steel welding electrodes. Some speci-
mens in each set were made with ccntinuous manual welds across the entire 
width of the plate , and others wera made with interru"[Jt8d welds to pro-
duce a crater at the center of the specimen. (See groups 3, 4, 7, and 8, 
fig. 18.) After the first half of the interrupted face bead was completed, 
the crat~r was Wir~-brushed but otherwise not disturbed. The remaining 
half of the bead was then welded with sufficient pause at the crater to 
permit good penetration in that area . No atte.mpt was made, however, to 
fuse completely the crater cracks o~ blowholes. 
a . The plat~9 we.re preheated to 300 F beforA welding in ordor to ob-
tain easy starting conditions and uniform penetration for the entire 
length of the weld . In the two-bead specimens thp. root weld was made 
first, 80 that the faCA weld could be deposited more easily v1ith higher, 
heat input and maximum penetration withcut danger of melting through the 
feath~r edge of the scarfed jcint. The welding current, arc voltage, and 
welding time were measured. "Ti th autcmatic reoording equipment and are 
given in table 4. 
The welded specimens wer~ then milled with the aid of a templet and 
jig to the contour shown in figure 19. This taper contour provided fc::r 
a constant fiber stress in the region of the weld when the sp,ecimens were 
t~stpd in bending fatigu~ as cantilever beams. After contour milling, 
half of the specimens were gr~und on both sides to a smooth surface with 
no weld reinforcement (grnups 2, 4, 6, and. 8, fig. 18) . The remaiLing 
8pec~ecr were l~ft with the natural weld reinforcements (groups 1, 3, 5, 
and 7, fig. 18). . 
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Rddiqer3pbs cf Weld Joints 
Prj or to fati,srue t3St..t.ng, all welded s~ecimens were X·-rayed to bring 
out i tel'na.l def'8~tB at the, 8:J:1.8. The radj ogr-aphs are shown in figures 
21 to 28. The location of fatiguD fail~e is indicated in the radiographs 
by tcri:tclltal arr"';'I18 !:L."1d is discU8S8 L the succeeding sections. 
Fatigue Tests 
The plate-be~ding fati~ue teGts were carTi~d out on a 10o-pound 
capac) ty Krouse pJ.ate-bendi.ng machine 'f:i. th a maximum deflection of ±l i nch. 
The specimens .Tero g:::'iPIJed at T,ha wide taper end, and the load was applied 
at the narrow taper end thl'OU3D. a cra.nli: arlll, the threw of which could be 
adjusted by rrean of an eccen·~:ric rotcr. A typical specimen ready for 
testing i s shown in figure 20 . 
In order to cbtain the ID:!.Ximum fiDel" strElss in the reduced section 
of the test specinen, several repre8entative specimens were first ca11-
bra-tAd by m6asuring the cleflection at the lead end for several increments 
of dead-weight loading . The stress fer a given deflection was computed 
from the cantilever-beam formula, and the testing machine was then adjusted 
f0r ceflections to produce the desired stress in the region of the weld . 
In crder to check this method, a representative surface- ground speci-
men was equipped with electrical-resistance strain gages on both surfaces, 
sp~J:ing the weld zone, and the stresses at various deflections were meas-
UI'Eld. It was found that the stresses measured by the strain-gage method 
ch~~ked within 5 percent of tLe stresses comput8d by the load-deflection 
mAthod. 
ThA several groups of specimens were loa ded at various stress levels 
(sAe table 5) and the test was carried to failure, or to not less than 
about 5 million cycles of completely reversed bending stress. All speci-
mens WAre tested in the as-welded condition. Tce fatigue strength of the 
specimp.ns is given in table 5, ar-d the data are graphed in figures 29 and 
30. These figures also show reference 5-N curves, taken from enotcer in-
vestigation OL liB-inch SAE 4130 steel with the SaIDP mechanical and chem-
ical properties , for unwelded specimens with no surface treatment and 
with the surfaces ground smooth . 
Results of tests on two-bead w&ld specimens .- Figure 29 shc,"s the 
fatigue strength of specimens with facp 3Ud reot beads, with continuous 
and interrupted welds, and with full reinforcrment ~~d a surface-ground 
weld. The specimens with two-bead, continuous, surface-·ground welds 
(group 2) had the highest fatigue strength, which was ·appreciably higher 
than that of t he unwelded control specimens with no surface treatment 
(line B), but below that of surface-ground unwelded plate (line A). The 
! 
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fat.igUE-l st...l''6T,gth of gl"'0l_lP 2 was pl-obal'ly UJ.L ..... iJ.1e,na.ti'd. by the lower stre.n(Sth 
of the wald me ... ,al (hro c,1'GC' •. i!i1Bl:-F.J :fs--.i.led Oil tho w8.ld and twe in the fusion 
line), althovgb no irl~l3l'TJal weld effects were discernible in the radi~ 
graphs (figs . 22(a) and 22(b)) , 
Th~ variad location of the group 2 fatigue fractures also indicated 
that the decrease in fatigue straI.L6th from the lin~ A level could net be 
attrituted solely to weld.ine effects . It is be.ileved +,hat the surface 
decarDurizatioIl reml3.ining in th('\ specimens (tha 8uri'aces of vrhich wen~ 
not oachinAd so deep as the line A spacimens) ccntribu"ted tJ the dacrease 
in fatigufl strength. It is als·) sign.i:"icant that the group 2 specimAn8, 
which had only a few th( usc.ndths of an inch remcved from the surface, 
wer.., 8tro~er in fatigue than the line :B umielded specimena which had no 
surface treatmAnt. 
Continuous two·-bead w~'ld specimans with full reinforcement (group 1) 
had a much ll)wer fatigue strer:8th tr..an similar surfac3-grcund specimens 
(group 2). In all cases the specimens in group 2 failed at the toe cf 
thQ largsr (face) bead and thus indicate.d the pronounced effect of the 
strees concentration at that p~int , (See radiographs, figs. 21(a) and 
21(b) .) 
The interrupted-weld specimens with full rei~crcemont (group 3) 
also fail~d at the t~e of the face Dead. (See radiographs, figs. 23(a) 
and 23(b).) Pr~baDly there were internal defects at the point of inter-
ruption of thp, weld, but they are net visible in the radicgre.phs and, if 
pr~ sent, had n~ chance to influence tho fatigue strength because of the 
greatQr influence of the external stress-raiser at the toe of the face 
bead. Figure 29 shows that the t~e-of-weld stress-ccr.centration effect 
was great8r for the intBrrupted-weld Rp~cimens (group 3) than for the 
con0inuous-weld specimens (group 1) . This is pos~ible because thQ face 
bead in the group 3 specimens was higher and fuller with incipient cver-
lappl~g at the weld interruption. 
Th8 Gurface-gr0und, intorrupted, two-bead welds (group 4) had a 
higher fatigue strength than tho corrpanicn specimens with full reinforc~­
~ent (group 3) . The radicgraphs i~ figures 24(a) and 24(b) indicate that 
the l~cation of fatigue failure of the group 4 specimens was influe~ced 
by tho presence Gf crater defects at the weld interrupticn} although th~ 
fatigue strength of weld motal itsolf maY , have had ~n effect . 
It is significant that the inten·'nel defects in the specimen.\) of 
group 4 had a less delet~rious offect on the plate- b('r.dlng fatigue 
streIlbth than th~ exterr.al toe-of-wold stress-raisers CIIThich might well 
be called d~fects as far as fatig'.le strength is ·cuncernod) in tho cClT'..pan-
i"n gr up 3 specimens. In bAndirs, the surfacp, · of the specimens is more 
higr.J..y stressed than the internal fi~erl; . In axial leading · the 'stress ic 
n~arly uniform acr0S8 the section} and i~ternal dsfocts Qf the reagnitudo 
I 
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sh!y,m in fl~1:"e8 24(a) and 21.: (0) would nc doubt exert a greater influence 
on fatigue streIlgt.h . 
Re3ults of tests on singJ.t=t-1~e-ad we.ld spe~j"mens .- Figure 30 presents 
the fatlgue da.-ta oos}leG::..rv.msWith c'JntlulJ.o-v.sal1d.- i.l1terr'1lp'Ged single- bead 
weld.s with and wi ti:lout weld relnfoJ"'ceIt1<:mt. Thbre is no significant dif-
ference in the fatigue behavior of the various types of welds (groups 5, 
6, 7, and 8) so far as tbe S-N data are conGe-med. . The o:-lly group which 
departed appreciab1y from the base line B for u.r;:welded specimens i3 group 
8, in which larBfl crater blcwholes 'Y7ere present at the weld interruption. 
(See racU cgraphs, fig. 28.) 
The continuous single-bead sur;'6.ce-g.c0und specimens (group 6) failed 
outsidr, the weld zone at ~he end of the tapered section because of the 
secondary strese ccncentration at the c!~nge of section at the grip . 
(See fig . 26 . ) The two sets of s:r:-ecimens with reinforcement intact 
(groups 5 and 7) failed at the toe of the weld. Group 7 had internal 
crater defects of cor..siderabl\~ size (see fig . 27) particularly specimen 
586-7), but these had no effect on the fati~le strer~th. 
Typical fatigue frActures. - Figures 3l, 32, and 33 show typical 
plate-bending-ra~igue--f~actures for the various types of weld 8peci~ens . 
DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Static Tension Tests 
The most pronounced inf1uence on the transverse tensile strength of 
the butt-welded specimens appeared to be that of thp, crater blowholes or 
crater cracks ) which were produ~ed by interrupting the weld . In mest 
caS96 this cotdition caused a decrease in the strength from that of c o~ 
panien continuous-weld specimens which had no crater defects. 
Seme of the continuous-weld specimens had other weld defects (lack 
of complete petet ration to the root of the weld) but these had less ef-
fect on the transverse tensile strength than the crater Qefects in inter-
rupted- ¥eld specimens. 
The position of welding had no significant effect on the tensile 
strength of any gr oup. of speCimens, other c.:mdi ti ons being equal . 
Preheating of the plates to 3000 F produced no increase in either 
the soundne.ss or strength of the welds . This does :q.ot mean that preheat 
i s ur~~cessary in metal- a r c welding of the aircraft struc tural ste~ls . 
It is often desirable to use preheat to prevent cracking of thE steel 
ad,jacl?nt to the weld.- The present indications are) however) that 
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preheating is of doubtful value as a means of improving the quality of 
welds (absence of crater or root defects) in thin plates. 
9 
The welds mada with alloy-steel electrodes were strcnger than those 
made with p2.a ~_n-<>ax"bon-stElel elec t,rodes. The degree end character of 
weld defects i,eYe comparable for both types of electrodes} but the added 
strength of the alloy-steel welds helped to nullify the effect of weld 
defects. The alloy-steel welds also showed a greater increase in strength 
when heat treat~d after welding. 
It is to be noted that all these data are . for ,single-bead vTelds with 
the face reinforcement removed. If the wald,reinforcement had. not been 
removed} the increased cross section at the weld undoubtedly would have 
caused more failures in the parent plate or at the fusion zone at higher 
strengths. In such welds the Affect of 1nterr~l defects would be less 
pronounced than when the reinforcement is removp-d. 
Fatigue Tests 
In the eight types of w~ld-joints tests (see fig. 18)) thAre were 
two principal differences: 
1. The joints eitner had the natural weld reinfcrcement or were 
machined flush with the surface of the plates. 
2. The joints either had a sound weld (continuous bead) or a weld 
with internal crater defects (interrupted bead). 
The factor which had the greatest influence on the pl&te-bending 
fatigue strength of the welded specimens was the external stress-raiser 
at the toe of welds in the reinforced specimens. The internal stress-
raisers} caused 'by crater blowholes or cracks} caused failure only when 
the weld reinforcement (and hence the external stress·-rai ser) was removed. 
The probable explanation for this was that in the plate-~ending test} the 
surface had a higher stress than the internal fibers. If a uniformly 
1istributed stress were used (axial tension fatigue) the influence of in-
ternal defects would be more pronounced. However, the effect of external 
stress-raisers at the t~e of reinforced welds would still be critical. 
No specimens were tested in this series whieh were heat treated 
after welding. Results of tests on other plates of welded specimens (ref-
erence 1) indicate that while the fati8ue strength may improve if the ten-
sile strength is increased by heat treatment) the offeet of stress concen-
trations arising from geometry of the joint is very great and all but 
vitiat8s any ~proverr~nt derived fro~ heat treatment . 
• 
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The present tests show Ecme. 8yid.encfl that surface decarburization 
exerts a marlr6d illf:"u!3.IlCe on fatigue strel:gtb. This is inclicated by the 
tests of surf'aC-.-"'-groun.d ~p8ciIJJ.~Il8 and as-rolled specimens (see fig. 29) J 
but the te.st da:ta for tbe lIl'Jtal-a.l'c-~"elded specimens are insufficient for 
ccn~lusion. However, the reeults of otber investigations of thp fatigue 
strength of SAE 4130 st3el show quite conclusively tbat decarburization 
may be an impertCL~t factor . This has little to do with welding technique, 
but is mentioned hera becau.se mest of the cOlmnercia11y supplied a1rcraft 
steel of the 4130 type is decarburiz od to S OIDe degr3e at the surface. 
Since the most critical stress ccnc e~'ltr8.tions in welded aircraf1j steel 
parts are oft8n at. the surface , adjacent to welds, tl:e added influel:c0 of 
th<3 decarburized layer vi th i ts lcw~r inJlerent fatigue strength should not 
bp, ~verlookp.d in a consideratien of fatiB~e beLavior . 
Batt~11A M~mcrial Institute) 
Columl·us , Chio, May 1944 . 
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TABLE 1. PROPERTIES OF lIs-INCH SAE 4130 STEEL SHEET (1) 
USED FOR MET.AL-ARC BUTT WELD TENSION AND FATIGUE 
TEST SPECIMENS 
Chemical COlltt 0 sit ion Per CenUMill An~Llysis) 
C MIl P S S1 Cr Mo 
0·31 0.47 0. 023 0.017 0.25 0· 94 0.21 
.32 .47 .023 .020 .26 
·95 .23 
Mechanical Properties 
Yield Strength. Ultimate Tensile Elongation, Rockwell B 
p. s-. i . St rength, p. s. i. % in 2" Hardness 
81.400 97.~O 22 92 
(1) Hot-rolled;norma1ized and drawn to strength shown. 
11 
TABLE 2. WELDING DATA FOR SINGLE-BEAD BUTT WELDS 
IN l/S-INCH SAE 4130 SHEET FOR STATIC 
TENSION TEST 
Electrode Used Initial 
Core Plate 
Test Diam. , Temp. Welding 
:Ho. Kind Inches of. Posi tion 
419 Wilson 520 (2) 1/8 70 Flat 
420 Ditto 1/8 300 Flat 
421 II 3/32 70 Vert. (up) 
422 
" 
1/8 70 O'head 
419 
" 
l/S 70 Flat 
420 
" 
1/8 300 Flat 
421 It 3/32 70 Vert. (up) 
422 
" 
1/8 70 O'head 
425 Planeweld *1 (3) 1/8 70 Flat 
426 Ditto 1/8 300 Flat 
423 
" 
1/8 70 Vert. (up) 
424 
" 
1/8 70 O'head 
425 /I 1/8 70 Flat 
426 
" 
1/8 300 Flat 
423 
" 
1/8 70 Vert. (up) 
424 II 1/8 70 O'head 
(1) All specimens welded manually. 
(2) AWS class E6013; plain carbon steel deposit. 
(3) Alloy aircraft type; alloy steel deposit. 
Direct Current, 
Electrode Negative 
Amperes Arc Volts 
110-115 19-21 
105-110 20-22 
70-75 21-23 
105-nO 19-21 
110-115 19-21 
105-110 20-22 
70-75 21-23 
105-110 19-21 
105-110 20-22 
90-95 20-22 
85-90 18-20 
95-100 18-21 
105-110 20-22 
90-95 20-22 
85-90 18-20 
95-100 18-21 
(4) ~enched in oil after 30 min. at 1600-1650oF.; drawn 30 min. at 100QoF. 
Welding 
Speed, 
In./Min. 
(1) 
7 
8 
6 
-
7 
S 
6 
-
6 
7 
6 
7 
6 
7 
6 
7 
Heat 
Treatment Radiograph 
After Shown in 
Welding Figure: 
None 2 
" 3 
" 
4 
II 5 Q.D(4) 6 
" 7 
" 
8 
" 9 
None 10 
" 
11 
" 
12 
" 
13 
Q.D(4) 14 
" 
15 
" 
16 
" 
11 
Under each of the 16 welding conditions above, eight flat tension specimens were prepared. Four specimens had 
a weld made in a continuous pass, and four were made with a. weld interrupted by a prolonged a.rc brea.k in the center 
of the weld. (see deta.il, Figure 1) 
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TABLE 3A. ULTIMATE TENSILE STRENGTH OF CONTINUOUS AND INTERRUPTED 
SINGLE-BEAD BUTT WELDS IN l/8-INCH SAE 4130 SHEET 
(Data from Figures 2 to 17, inclusive) 
- .~~-- .------- -- ---- --- -- -- - - - - - - - -- -- --- - - ---- -- ----- -- - --- --- ---- ---~-~ 
Averajie Ultimate Tensile Strength. p.s.i. (1) 
Position Carbon Steel Electrode Alloy Steel Electrode 
of Preheat As Welded quenched and Drawn As Welded Quenched and Drawn 
Welding of. Cont. Inter. Cant. Inter. Cant. Inter. Cont. Inter. 
Flat 70 103,600 88,800 131.900 113.200 98,700 101,200 158,600 146,100 
Flat 300 102.100 82,900 125,200 123.300 98,900 103,300 153.700 136.600 
Vertical 70 102.200 83.600 150,100 132.300 103.100 99.200 143.600 130.700 
Overhead 70 105,400 98,400 140,800 98.000 108.400 98.100 160.500 145.100 
(1) Average UTS of unwelded plate, as received condition, was 97.500 p.s.i. (Mill). 
107.300 p.s.i. (BMI) 
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14 NACA TN No. 1261 
Electrode 
Carbon s~eel 
Carbon steel 
Alloy steel 
Alloy steel 
Both 
Both 
Both 
Character 
of 
Weld 
Cont-
IiiUOUB 
~-
ruEted 
''tABLE 3B. SUMMARY OF TENSILE STRENGTH DATA 
Posit10ns Joints with Joints with Per Cent Decrease 
Heat and Continuous Interrupted in Tensile Strength 
'lreatment Preheat Welds Welds of Interrupted Welds 
As welded All 103,300 88.400 15 
,,&:0 All 137.000 116,700 15 
As welded All 102.300 100,500 2 
Q &: 0 All 154,100 139,600 9 
As welded All 102,800 94.500 8 
Q &: 0 All 145,600 128,200 12 
Both All 124,200 111,300 10 
TABLE 3C. LOCATION OF STATIC-TENSION FRACTURES 
IN BUTT-WELDED SPECIMENS IN 1/8-INCH 
SHEET 
(See alao Figures 2-17. inclusive) 
Number Relative Number Relative Percentage 
Heat of of Fractures: of Fractures: 
Treatment Tension in in 
Electrode After Tests Parent in Parent in 
Used Welding Made Plate Weld Plate Weld 
Carbon AW 16 6 10 38 62 Steel Q.&D 16 0 16 0 100 
- - --
- AW- - - I- -16 - -
-12 - - -'4-
- 75- - - - - -25 Alloy 
Steel Q. & D 11 2 __ 2- 18 82 
-----------
-- -- .. _--- - --- - - --
All conditions 59 20 39 34 66 
Carbon AW 16 0 16 0 100 
Steel Q.&D 15 0 15 0 100 
- - - -- --- -- ~---- - --- - -- _ ... - -- - - --Alloy AW 16 4 12 25 75 Steel Q.&D 16 0 16 0 100 
----- - - - -- 1----- - - -- --- -- - -- - - --All condi tions 63 4 59 6 94 
TABLE 4. lfELDI;iG DATA 1"0:1 CONTIlWOUS AND INTERRUPTE!)....B3!AD BUTT- lfELDS 
IH li B- I NCH SAE 11130 SUE~T ( 1 ) 
Test TYJ)e 0: Weld Weld Electrode 
liumber. Jo i nt (2) Reinforcemerl t Bead Diw. ,In. 
564 (-1 to -6) Two-bead , conti nuous . Flueh { Root fll Face 42 5/64 l is 
5s4 (-7 to -12) Two-bead, continuous. Full {Root #1 
5/64 
Face j2 l/S 
continuous root [ Root *1 5/64 
585 (-1 to -6 ) Two- bead, inter rupted f~ce . Flush Face i/o2 l/S 
continuous roo t { Roo t 11 5/64 
585 ( - 7 to - 12) Two-bean , i nt errupted f~ce . Ful l. Face 112 1/ 8 
586 (1, 2, 3 ) S1 n~le-bead , cont i nuous. Full Face i l l/S 
586 (4, 5 , 6) Single-bead, continuous. Flush Face fl 1/ 8 
5s6 (7, s, 9) S1nf l e-bead, interrupted . Full Face ofl 1/ 8 
58b (10, 11 , 1 2 ) Si ngle- bead , interrupted . Flush Face wl 1/8 
(1) For chemical analysie Bee Table 1. 
(2) All welding manual metal- arc, us i ng Wilson 520 elect r odes (AWS Class EGo13); 
welds made in flat position, with initial plate temperature 3000F. 
All plates normalized before welding ; no heat t r eatment after welding. 
For groo v e deta ils see Fi gure 19. 
Direct Current 
(Electrode Ne~~iv~ 
h1peree Arc VOltB 
40-45 20- 22 
85- 90 20-22 
40-45 20-22 
85-90 20-22 
40-45 20-22 
85-90 20-22 
40- 45 20-22 
85-90 20-22 
70-75 20- 22 
70-7 5 20- 22 
70-7 5 20-22 
70- 75 20-22 
---- ----
Appr ox1mat e Radiographs 
weldin7 Speed . i n In . Mi n. Figure: 
g } 21 7 
g } 20 7 
8 } 23 6 
S } 22 6 
4-1/2 24 
4-1/ 2 25 
4 26 
4 27 
z 
>-
o 
>-
>-:l 
Z 
Z 
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TABLE 5. FATIGUE STREnGTH OF CONTINUOUS AND INTERRUPTED .BUTT ltELDS 
IN Ij8-INCH SAE 4130 S~T 
Weld 
Test Type Section. Reversed Bending 
No. Weld Fig. 19 . Stress. p.8.1. 
584-7 57.500 
-8 Continuous. 51.800 
-12 2-bead. Group 1 51.800 
-9 reinforced. 45.300 
-10 37.000 
-11 28.600 
584-6 62.000 
-5 Cont 1nUOU5. 57.500 
-1 2-bead, Group 2 51,800 
-2 flush. 45,300 
-3 37.000 
-4 28.600 
585-9 62.100 
-11 Interrupted. 57,500 
-7 2-oead. Group 3 51.800 
-8 reinforced. 45.300 
-10 37.000 
-12 28,600 
585-6 57,500 
-5 Interrupted, 51,800 
-4 2-bead, Group 4 45.300 
-3 flush. 37,000 
-1 28,600 
-2 19,hOO 
586-2 Continuous, 51,800 
-1 I-bead. Group 5 45,300 
-3 ntinforced. 28,600 
586-6 Continuous. ~4,200 
-4 I-bead. Group 6 5,000 
-5 flu\Qt. 45.000 
586-8 Interrupted, 62,200 
-9 I-bead, Group 7 62.200 
-7 reinforced. 37.000 
586-12 Interrupted, 54 .700 
-10 I-bead. , Group 8 45,000 
-11 flush. 24,700 
(1) Testing machine kept running after failure. 
(2) At change of section from taper to radiuB. 
Cycles to 
Failure Location of Failure 
69.000 Toe of 2nd weld bend. 
96.000 Ditto 
121.000 n 
160.000 n 
234.000 w 
869,000 
" 
255.000 UlU'.ff ec t ed :910. te (2). 
421.000 Fusion zone (2nd bead). 
175.000 Center of veld. 
600,000 Fusion zo ne (2nd bead). 
2.11G.OOO Center of ..reId. 
7,283.000 No faHure. 
30.000 Toe of 2nn weld bead. 
No record(l) Ditto 
60.000 
" 56.000 
" lTo record(l) 
" ltSl,OOO 
" 
123,000 Center of veld. 
155,000 Ditto 
138,000 w 
368,000 
" 836,000 
" 4,778,000 No failure. 
100,000 Toe of weld bead. 
147.000 Ditto 
2,994,000 w 
100,000 Uneffected p1ate(2). 
200.000 DItto 
226,000 • 
43.000 Toe of veld bead. 
46.000 Ditto 
614,000 
" 
93.000 Center of weld. 
148.000 Ditto 
1,004.000 
" 
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FIGURE 1-
BUTT-WELDED SPECIMEN FOR STATIC TENSION TESTS 
OF JOINTS WITH CONTINUOUS AND INTERRUPTED WELDS . 
Fig. 1 
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Figure 2.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in 1/s-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
c1ud es finish and start of w eld bead). 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
Test No. 419 : 
Weld joint: Single-layer weld in 90 ° single-vee groove; no 
root clearance; no bacbng; manual weld . 
Electrode : 1/g-inch carbon steel; 110-115 amperes; 19-21 
volts; negative direct current. 
Speed: 7 inches per minute. 
Position: Flat. 
Initial plate temperature: 70° F. 
Heat treatment after welding: As weJded. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 3.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in 1/s-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and star t of weld bead) . 
U ltimate t ensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
Test No . 420 : 
Weld joint: Single-l ayer weld in 90 ° single-vee groove ; no 
root clearance ; no backing; manual weld. 
E lectrode: Vs-inch carbon steel ; 105-110 amper es; 20-22 
volts; negative direct current. 
Speed: 8 inches per minute. 
Position: Flat. 
Initial plate temperature: 300° F. 
Heat treatment after welding : As welded. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 4.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in l/15-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
clu des finish and start of weld bead). 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i. , shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
L ________ _ 
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Test No. 421 : 
Weld joint : Single-layer weld in 90° single-vee groove ; no 
root clearance; no bac1<ing; manual weld. 
, 
E lectrode : %2-inch carbon steel; 70- 75 amper es ; 21-23 
volts ; negative direct current. 
Speed : 6 inches per minute. 
Position: Vertical (up). 
Initial plate t emperature : 70° F. 
Heat treatment after welding : As welded. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 5.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in 'is-inch SAE 4130 sheet . 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead). 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i ., shown for each specimen. 
T ransverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
Test No . 422 : 
Weld joint: Single-layer weld in 90° single-vee groove ; no 
root clearance ; no backing; manual weld. 
E lectrode : 'is-inch carbon steel; 105-110 amperes; 19- 22 
volts; negative direct current. 
Speed: Not r ecorded. 
Position: Overhead. 
Initial plate t emperature : 70° F. 
Heat treatment after welding: As welded. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 6.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static t ension specimens in Vs-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead) . 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
T est No. 419 : 
Weld joint : Single-layer weld in 90 0 single-vee groove ; no 
root clearance ; no backing; manual weld. 
E lectrode: Vs-inch carbon steel; 110-115 amper es ; 19- 21 
volts; negative direct current. 
Speed: 7 inches per minute. 
Position: Flat. 
Initial plate temperature: 70 0 F . 
Heat treatment after welding: Quenched and drawn. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 7.-TIadiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in Ys-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead) . 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i ., shown for each specimen. 
T ransverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
T est No . 420 : 
Weld joint: Single-l ayer weld in 90° single-vee groove; no 
root clearance; no backing; manual weld . 
E lectrode: 1fs-inch carbon steel; 105-110 amperes; 20-22 
volts; negative direct current. 
Speed : 8 inches per minute. 
Position : F lat. 
Initial plate temperature : 300 0 F. 
Heat treatment after welding: Quenched and drawn. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 8.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in lis-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
clud es finish and start of weld bead). 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
---- -----
Test No. 421 : 
Weld .i oint : Single-layer weld in 90° single-vee groove; no 
root clearance; no backing; manual weld. 
E lectrode : %2-inch carbon steel; 70-75 amperes; 21-23 
volts ; negative direct current. 
Speed : 6 inches per minute. 
Position: Vertical (up). 
Initial plate temperature: 70° F. 
Heat treatment after welding: Quenched and drawn. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 9.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in 1/s-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with cont inuous weld. 
Three specimens at r ight made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead ) . 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen . 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
T est No . 422 : 
Weld joint : Single-layer weld in 90 0 single-vee groove; no 
root clearance; no backing; manual weld. 
E lectrode : 1/s-inch carbon steel ; 105-110 amperes; 19-22 
volts; negative direct current. 
Speed : Not recorded. 
Posit ion : Overhead. 
Initial plate temperature : 70 0 F . 
Heat treatment after welding : Quenched and drawn. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 10.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static t ension specimens in Vs-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead). 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
Test No. 425: 
Weld joint : Single-layer weld in 90 ° single-vee groove ; no 
root clearance ; no backing; manual weld. 
E lectrode : lis-inch alloy steel ; 105-110 amperes ; 20- 22 
volts; negative direct current. 
Speed: 6 inches per minute. 
Position : Flat. 
Initial plate t emperature: 70° F . 
Heat treatment after welding: As welded. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure n .-Radiograph of metal-al'c-welded static tension specimens in Vs-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
F our specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
F our specimens at r ight made wit h interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead ) . 
U ltimate t ensile strength, p. s. i" shown for each specimen . 
T ransverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
T est No . 426 : 
Weld joint: Single-layer weld in 90° single-vee groove ; no 
r oot clearance; no backing; manual weld. 
Electrode : lfs-inch alloy steel ; 90-95 amperes; 20-22 volts ; 
negative direct current. 
Speed : 7 inches pel' minute. 
Posit ion : F lat. 
Initial plate temperature : 300° F. 
Heat treatment after welding : As welded. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 12.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in J/s-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead) . 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture . 
T est No. 423 : 
Weld joint : Single-layer weld in 90° sing1e-vee groove; no 
root clearance; no backing; manual weld. 
Electrode : lis-inch alloy steel ; 85-90 amperes; 18-20 volts; 
negati ve direct current. 
Speed : 6 inches per minute. 
Position : Vertical (up). 
Initial plate temperature: 70° F. 
Heat treatment after welding: As welded. 
Ueinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 13.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in Ijs-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Foul' specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead). 
U ltimate tensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
Test N o. 424: 
Weld joint: Single-layer weld in 90 ° single-vee groove; no 
root clearance; no backing; manual weld. 
Electrode: Ys-inch alloy steel; 95-100 amperes; 18-21 volts ; 
negative direct current. 
Speed : 7 inches per minute. 
Position: Overhead. 
Initial plate temperature : 70° F . 
Heat treatment after welding : As welded. 
Reinforcement ground flu sh. 
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Figure 14.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in 1/s-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Three specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead) . 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s . i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
Test No . 425 : 
Weld joint: Single-layer weld in 90° single-vee groove; no 
root clearance ; no backing; manual weld. 
Electrode : lfs-inch alloy steel ; 105-110 amperes; 20-22 
volts; negative direct current. 
Speed: 6 inch es per minute. 
Position: F lat. 
Initial plate temperature: 70° F. 
Heat treatment after welding: Quenched and drawn. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 15.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in ljg-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
F our specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead). 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i. , shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture . 
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Test No. 426: 
Weld joint : Single-l ayer weld in 90 ° single-vee groove; no 
root clearance; no backing; manual weld. 
E lectrode: 1fs-inch alloy steel ; 90-95 amperes; 20-22 volts; 
negative direct current. 
Speed : 7 inches per minute. 
Position : F lat. 
Initial plate temperature: 300° F . 
Heat treatment after welding: Quenched and drawn. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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Figure 16.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension specimens in 1/s-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Two specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at right made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead) . 
Ultimate tensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
l ____ . 
T est No. 428 : 
Weld joint: Single-layer weld in 90° single-vee gr oove ; no 
root clearance ; no backing; manual weld . 
Electrode : ljs-inch alloy steel; 85- 90 amper es; 18-20 volts; 
negative direct current. 
Speed: 6 inches per minute. 
Position: Vertical (up) . 
Initial plate temperature : 70° F. 
Heat treatment after welding: Quenched and drawn. 
Reinforcement ground flu sh. 
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Figure 17.-Radiograph of metal-arc-welded static tension speCImens in %-inch SAE 4130 sheet. 
Four specimens at left made with continuous weld. 
Four specimens at r ight made with interrupted weld (in-
cludes finish and start of weld bead). 
Ult imate tensile strength, p. s. i., shown for each specimen. 
Transverse lines indicate location of fracture. 
Test No . 424: 
Weld joint: S ingle-layer weld in 90 ° single-vee groove; no 
root clearance; no backing; manual weld. 
E lectrode: Vs-inch alloy steel ; 95-100 amperes; 18-21 volts; 
negative direct current. 
Speed : 7 inches per minute. 
Position: Overhead. 
Initial plate temperature: 70° F. 
Heat treatment after welding : Quenched and drawn. 
Reinforcement ground flush. 
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NACA TN No. 1261 
CONTINUOUS FACE BEAD (2 ) 
• 
---~,;.-~----------- -- -- ------------------r 
.... ------ ------- --~-'- --- --~'I:-~~,-- ------ --;:;.1.-
--------------... 
CONTINUOUS ROOT BEAD (I) 
INTERRUPTED FACE BEAD(2) 
~ ... 
'~---~L·-'T~-:;r-----r -', " -----a-------I 
- ".'t----------- -- - '.'~":- \r.-------------
-------------... 
CONTINUOUS ROOT BEAD ( I ) 
CONTINUOUS FACt BEAD( I) 
INTERRUPTED FACE BEAD (I) 
.. ... 
·C .···· ·: ':.: : .r 
NO ROOT BEAD. 
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,..1 
Fig. 18 
GROUP I: WELDED BOTH 
SIDE5,CONTINUOUS BEADs, 
WITH REINFORCEMENT. 
GROUP 2: SAME AS 
GROUP I, WITH SUR-
FACES GROUND SMOOTH . 
GROUP 3: WELDED BOTH 
SIDES1'NTERRUPTEO 
FACE BEAD)WITH REIN-
FORCE MENT. 
GROUP 4: SAME AS 
GROUP3, WITH S UR-
FACES GROUND SMOOTH. 
GROUP5:WELDEDFROM 
GROOVE SIDE ONLY,CON-
TINUOUS BEAD, WitH 
REINFORCEMENT. 
GROUP 6: 
SAMEAS GROUP5,WITH 
SURFACES GROUND 
SMOOTH . 
GROUP. 7: WELDED FROM 
GROOVE SIDE ONLY, IN-
TERRUPTED BEAD ,WITH 
REINFORCEMENT. 
GROUP 8. SAME AS GROUP 
7, WITH SURFACES 
GROUN D SMOOTH . 
FOR ALL GROUPS, JOINT WAS 90 - DEGREE SINGLEr VEE BUTT,o...OSED ROOT,WITH 
ALL WELDING DONE IN THE FL AT POSITION. FOR JOINTS WELDED FROM BOTH SIDES 
THE ROOT BEAD, I, WAS WELDED FIRST, FROM THE ROOT SIDE. 
FJGURE la -DETAIL OF WELD JOINT IN I/a-INCH STEEL , PLATE SPECIMEN FOR 
BENDING - FATIGUE TESTS. 
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NACA T No. 1261 Fig. 20 
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Figure 20.-Krouse plate-bending machine with welded specimen in place for fatigue test. 
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no internal defects. 
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Figure 21.-Radiograph of two-bead, continuous, reinforced welds in lis-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 1) . 
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no internal defects. 
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Failure in weld; 
no internal defects. 
Figure 22a.-Radiograph of two-bead, continuous, fl ush welds in 1;8-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 2). 
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No fatigue failure; 
no internal defects. 
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Failure in plate; 
no internal defects (black spot 
at left is fi lm defect). 
Figure 22b.-Radiograph of two-bead, continuous, flush welds in Vs-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 2). 
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All failures at toe of face bead; 
no internal defects visible. 
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Figure 23a.-Radiograph of two-bead, interrupted, reinforced welds in 1/s- inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 3). 
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All fai lures at toe of face bead; 
minor sidewall blowholes or slag 
inclusive; no crater defects visible. 
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Figure 23b.-Radiograph of two-bead, interrupted, reinforced welds in V8-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 3) . 
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Failure in center of weld; 
crater blowholeo 
Figure 24ao-Radiograph of two-bead, interrupted, flush welds in Ys-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 4). 
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Figure 24b.-Radiograph of two-bead, inter r upted, flush welds in lis-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Gr oup 4) . 
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tration visible. 
Figure 25.- Radiograph of single-bead, continuous, reinforced w elds in 1/s-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 5) . 
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F igure 26.-Radiograph of single-bead, continuous, flu sh welds in ~-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 6). 
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Failure at toe of weld; 
elongated crater blowhole and 
longitudinal crater cl'ack. 
Failure at toe of weld ; 
small crater hole and transverse 
crater crack. 
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Failure at toe of weld; 
crater blowhole. 
F igure 27.-Radiograph of single-bead, inteI'l'upted, reinforced welds in1/8-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 7). 
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Fail ure in center of weld; 
crater blowhole. 
Figure 28.-Radiograph of single-bead, interrupted, flush welds in l/s-inch SAE 4130 steel sheet (Group 8). 
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NACA TN No. 1261 Fig . 29 
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A: REFERENCE S-N CURVE FOR UNWELDED l/a'SA.E. 4130 STEEL 
SHEET{ NORMALlZED)SURFACE-GROUND BOTH SIDES TO o.oa!1 
THICKNESS TO REMOVE ROUGHNESS AND DECARBURIZED 
SURFACE LAYER. 
I" B: REFERENCE S-N CURVE FOR UNWELDED i'a S.A.E.4130 STEEL 
SHEET (NORMALIZED) TESTEDWITH ASrROLLED SURFACE. 
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CYCLES OF REVERSED STRESS 
WELD TYPE 
02 - BE.AD CONTINUOUS, FLUSH 
o 2- BEAD INTERRUPTED,FLUSH 
• 2- BEAD CONTINUOUS,REINFORCED 
.2-BEAD INTERRUPTED, REINFORCED 
LOCATION OF FAILURE 
p-UNAFFECTED PLATE 
f- FUSION ZONE 
t - TOE OF LARGE WELD BEAD . 
w- CENTEROF WELD. 
FIGURE29.-BENDING- FATIGUE TESTS OF TWO - BEAD METAL-ARC 
BUTT WELDS IN 1/8-1 NCH S.A.E. 4130 STEEL SHEET 29554 
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NACA TN No. 1261 Fig. 30 
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A REFERENCE S-N CURVE FOR UNWELDED liS S.A.E. 4130 STEEL 
SHEET (NORMALIZED), SURFACE-{;ROUND BOTH SIDES TO O.OS" 
THICKNESS TO REMOVE ROUGHNESS AND SURFACE DECARBURI-
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B: REFERENCE S-N CURVE FOR UNWELDED ~8 S.A.E. 4130STEEL 
SHEET(NORMAUZED), TESTED WITH AS-ROLLED SURFACE 
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WELD TYPE 
!-BEAD CONTINUOUS, FLUSH. 
I-BEAD INTERRUPTED, FLUSH. 
LOCATION OF FAI LURE 
P - UNEFFECTED PLATE 
t - TOE OF WELD BEAD 
'·BEAD CONTINUOUS, REINFORCED. w - CENTER OF WELD 
I·BEAD INTERRUPTED, REI N FORCE D. 
FIGURE 30 - BENDING - FATIGUE TESTS OF SINGLE- BEAb 
METAL - ARC BUTT WELDS IN lief INCH S.A.E. 
4130 STEEL SHEET. 
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.. 
Continuous single-bead weld 
(face side ) . 
Fig. 31 
21610 
Interrupted two-bead weld 
(face side ). 
Figure 31.-Typical plate-bending fatigue fractures at toe of weld bead (face-weld views) . 
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Continuous single-bead weld 
(root side) . 
Failure at toe of face bead. 
Fig. 3~ 
21611 
Interrupted two-bead weld 
(root side). 
Failure at toe of face bead. 
Figure 32.-Typical plate-bending fatigue fractures at toe of weld bead (root-weld views). 
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NACA T No. 1261 
A-Interrupted two-bead weld (no failure) . 
B-Continuous two-bead weld (failure in plate at change of section). 
C-Continuous two-bead weld (failure in center of weld). 
Fig. 33 
21612 
FIGURE 33.-Typical plate-bending fatigue fractures in welded specimens with no 
reinforcement 
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